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INTRODUCTION 
This article is concerned with some properties of integral domains and 
connected questions. 
Consider an integral domain R with a quotient field k, and an F-free R-module 
of finite rank n. Let U = Am(F) ,  the m-exterior degree of F. Let {ex ..... en} 
be any basis of the module F. Then the set of vectors {eq "" ei,~}, 1 ~ i 1 < "" < 
im ~ n is, o f  course, the basis of the free module U. We'l l  call it the standard 
basis. Below we'll only consider this kind of basis for exterior degrees of free 
R-modules. Obviously, any polyvector of U is expressed uniquely as 
CO = E aix '" ie ix A "'" A ei~ , 
summed over all sets  i I . . . . .  i~: 1 ~ i 1 < "'" < im ~ n where the ail ..... i~ are 
elements in R, called the coordinates of the polyvector co with respect to the basis 
{ex ,..., en}, such that for any 1 ~ k ~< "" ~ km ~ n; akl ..... ~ = sgn(~) akl ..... k;, 
where g is a permutation that takes (k I ..... kin) to (k' 1 .... , k'~) and akt ..... k,, = 0 
if ki  = kj  for some i, j ,  i @ j. 
DEFINITION 1'. A polyvector oJ ~ U is called a Pltiker polyvector if for any 
sets 1 ~ i 1 < "'" < ira_ 1 ~ n: 1 ~ j0  < J l  < "'" < Jm ~ n, the coordinates of 
the non-zero polyvector 
60 : E a ,1  ..... ,me, i  A "'" A e~,,~ 
~91.....~0 m 
satisfy the equality 
(- -1) s all  ..... i,_ld,aao..4 ..... a,~ = 0 
We will see that this definition is invariant under a change of basis. Notice that 
if m = n - -  1, all vectors oJ ~ AmF are Pliiker vectors. 
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DEFINITION 2. A polyvector o) ~ A'~F is called reducible if w can be expressed 
as  
oJ = x 1 A .,. ^ x,~; xi GF. 
Obviously, this reduction of the m-vector ~o ~ A"~F has as its coordinates the 
m-minors of some m × n matrix. 
DEFINITION 3. A domain R is called an m × n Pliiker domain if any Pltiker 
m-vector co ~ A"*F, rgF = n is reducible. A domain which is an m × n Pliiker 
domain for any m, n, 1 < m < n is called a Pliiker domain, and if R is an 
m × n Pltiker domain for m = n - -  l, then R is called an OP-r ing.  
The  first example of a Pliiker ring is a field. Th is  fact was proved by Pliiker. 
In  other words, if R is a field, then co is reducible in A~F iff w is a Pliiker m-vector. 
We introduce some invariant characteristics of the m-vector w. 
(a) Io, is an ideal generated by coordinates of w in some basis. 
(b) div w = d iv /~ 
(c) K~={xeVlxAo~=O} 
(d) J~ = (oJ' ~ A"F  1 K~,, = Ko,} 
I t  is easy to see that J2* = I~ and that I~ ,  d ive,  Jo,, K~ do not depend on the 
choice of basis in F. 
DEFINITION 4. Let K C M be R-modules, K ¢ 0, and M, an R-torsion- 
free module. The module K is called closed in M if K = {x E M 1 )i E R, )i v~ 0: 
)ix e K )  = K. There are a few easy but  useful properties of closed modules 
(a) K = g 
(h) If  K C T C M, M is torsion-free, K,  T are closed in M and rg K = 
rg T, then K = T. (rg K = d im K @R k. Also notice that rg K exists and is 
nonzero because K is torsion-free as well.) 
(c) If  M 1 C M S C M, then & C & with the closures in M. 
(d) S-1(~ P) = S - I (T )  where the closures are in M and S -1M respectively. 
PROPOSITION 1. (a) Let K be the module of exterior annihilators of the 
m-vector w ~ AmF. Then K~ is closed in F. 
(b) Let K be closed in a free module F. Then there is a reducible vector 
oJ ~ A~F,  m = rg K such that K~ = K .  
Proof. (a) Let ) i xeK  w. Then£~^~o =0 ~) i (x^co)  =0.  But XAeo 
U = Am+iF, and U is a free R-module. So x n oJ = 0 ~ x e K~o. 
(b) K C F and rg K = m, Thus  3x I .... , xm E K which are l inearly 
independent over R. Consider ~o-  x 1 ^  . , .^  x,,~. Ko, =K.  Indeed, let 
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x ~ K ~ x, Xl,... , Xm are linearly dependent and ax~ (x 1 ..... x,~) C K~ 
x e Ko,. Conversely, x e Ko~ ~ x A oJ = 0. I f  X ¢ K,  then we can choose a basis 
for kF  in the field k. Let  it be Xl ,..,, x~,  P1 ..... *on . . . .  1, x. Then  x A ~ = 
x A X 1 A "'" A Xm is a basic element in A~'*+IF. But x A o) = 0. Contradiction. 
Thus  x e K.  
PROPOSITION 2. Let  R be a f ieM. Then oJ E A~*F is reducible ~rg K~ = m. 
Proof. ( ~ ) co = xl  A "" A Xm . Thus  K~ = x lR  @ "'" @ x~,R and rg K~ - -  m. 
(~)  Let  K~ = x lR  + "" + x~R.  Complete x 1 ,..., x~ to an F basis, and 
consider the representation of o) in this basis. 
oJ = y '  a,x,  A ... A xik A "" A f,~+l A "" A f i .  
Because oJ A x i = O, all coordinates of oJ A Xi equal zero and consequently x i 
belongs to all non-zero members of this representation. So 
co ~ o~X 1 A " '"  A X m 
Now return to Definit ion 1'. I f  ~o e A~F is a Pliiker polyvector then it remains 
a Pliiker polyvector in a localization R and consequently in the field k. Therefore 
rg k~o - -  m in k. Us ing properties of closed modules we get rg Ko, = m in R as 
well. The  converse also holds. Hence we can use 
DEFINITION l. Let  ~o e AmF,  F E R ~. ~ is a Pluker polyvector ~- rg K~ = m. 
Th is  definition is invariant and much shorter. 
I t  is known that if R is a field, then oJ is reducible -,~ ~o is a Pliiker polyvector. 
Clearly, the Pliiker condit ion is necessary but not sufficient. Furthermore if 
we consider, as we do here, only properties of modules of exterior annihilators, 
it is impossible to find sufficient conditions for reducibi l i ty of oJ. Actually if co 
is a Pliiker polyvector then it is reducible in the quotient field and consequently 
~A ~ R such that AoJ is reducible in the ring. But Ko~ = Ka~ • This  leads to the 
question of how to find the idea l /~:  VA e Io~ : Am is reducible and V~ q~ I~o : ~oJ is 
irreducible. So one must examine when any Pliiker polyvector co corresponding 
to the module of exterior annihilators K~o is reducible. 
The  main sufficient condit ion of reducibi l ity is 
THEOREM I. [1, 2]: (a) Let  ~o ~ A*'~F, K~ ~ R ~-1 @ 1". I f  1" is a projective 
ideal then oo is reducible. 
(b) I f  Ko~ --~ R n-1 @ I and R is a Kru l l  ring, then ~o is reducible. 
Using this theorem it is easy to find examples of Plfiker rings. 
1. All Noetherian regular r ings of gl dim R ~ 1. 
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Clearly closed models are projective and according to the Serre theorem are 
expressed as a right sum of a free module and a projective ideal. 
2. All Noetherian regular local rings with gl dim R ~ 2, J (R)  @ O. 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence for any Pliiker polyvector co ~ A~F 
O --+ K~ -+ F Ao, A~+IF._~ ?---~0 
K,o is a module of exterior annihilators. 
Since gl dim R ~ 2, K~ is projective and if J (R)  @ 0, dim m spec R ~ 1. In 
addition, again according to Serre's theorem, K~ = R m-1 @ L Consequently by 
Theorem 1 all Pliicker polyvectors are reducible. 
3. A polynomial ring over a Dedekind domain. 
According to the Seshadri theorem, closed modules (which are projective) 
can be expressed as K = R[x] @ I which is what is needed for Theorem 1. 
4. Valuation rings and B~zout rings. 
Indeed, let 0 --+ Ko, --~ F ~ X ~ 0 be exact and Ko~ be closed. Then X is 
torsion free and finitely generated. Hence X is free and finitely generated =~ 
K~ is free and finitely generated as well. 
5. Priifer rings, in which finitely generated integral ideals are 2-generated are 
Pliiker rings. 
In the case of Noetherian rings, the following Theorems 2 and 3 give real 
limitations on the structure of Pliiker rings. This shows that the above listing 
might be exhaustive. Along this line, it is unknown whether there are rings with 
dim R = 2, J (R)  4- 0 other than polynomial rings over Dedekind rings. 
THEOREM 2 [1]. Let R be a 2 X 3 Pliiker local ring. Then v-dim R ~ 2. 
THEOREM 3 [2]. Let T be a Noetherian Pliiker ring. Then gl dim R ~ 2. 
THEOREM 4 [2]. Let R[x] be a Noetherian OP ring. Then R is Dedekind. 
In some sense, Theorems 5, 6, and 6' are converse to Theorem I. 
THEOREM 5. Let R be a Pliiker ring. Then Ko(R ) = Z (~) Pie R. I f  R is 
Priifer, then the converse holds. 
Proof. Pic R is a Picard group of invertible modules of rank 1. Ko(R ) 
Z @ Pic R means that if N is a projective module of finite rank n, then N is 
stable isomorphic to R n-1 @/,  where I ~ Pic R. Define det N ~ AnN. Clearly 
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det N is a projective module of rank 1, and consequently belongs to Pic R of the 
ring R. 
LEMMA. Let R be a Pliiker ring, N a projective module of finite rank, and 
det N = R. Then N is free. 
Proof. Let oJ be a generator of det N = AnN. Since N is projective, 
N @ N '  = R ~ and A~N C AnR~; ~o ~ A~R ~ and o~ 6 AnN,  i.e., co = xl 1 ^  --. ^ 
xn 1 + A "'" h + Xl k A "'" ^ Xn k, where all xij 6 N.  This means K~ D N and 
thus K~ = N (since this is a closed module and ~o is reducible), oJ =Y l  ^ "'" ^  Yn; 
y E N. In fact, div oJ = 0. Indeed, let I~ = (A1/A2)R => co' = (A2/~1)~o ~ AnR ~ 
and ~AnN.  Since co is a generator of AnN,  o J '=  aco = (A2/Al),O 
A1/A 2 = 1/a and ^ l/A2 ~ R. So div co = 0. By the Kleiner Theorem, N is  free. | 
Now let N be projective, det(N + (det N-~)) = det N @ det N -1 = R. 
Consequently N @ (det N -I) = R n+l. Then (det N)  -1 @ det N = L, L is a 
projective module and det L = R. Thus det N -1 + det N is free and N @ 
det N @ det N -1 = N @ R ~ = R n @ det N. The theorem is proven. 
According to the following thoughts about Priifer rings, the converse theorem 
also holds. 
First, all closed modules in Priifer rings are projective and finitely generated. 
Next, in Priifer rings, there is a theorem about cancellation of stable free modules 
which says that all closed modules are right sums of a free module and a projective 
ideal. By Theorem 1, those Priifer rings are Pliiker rings. 
THEOREM 6. Let R be a Pliiher ring and K,  a projective module of odd rank. 
Then K = R ~ @ L 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 5 it follows that K @ (det K)  -1 : R ~n. 
I t  remains to use the Bass Theorem (a direct consequence of [3, Theorem 4.1 
and 4.2]). Let P@I=R 2", rg I= 1. Then P=P '@I* .  So K=K'@ 
(det K - l )  * = K '  @ det K and det K '  = R. From Theorem 5, it follows that 
K '  is free. K = R ~" @ I. 
THEOREM 6'. Let R be a Noetherian OP ring and let K be a projective module 
of odd rank. Then K - -  R 2~ @/ ,  rg [ = 1. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a commutative (not necessarily integral) ring. 
pg dim R = sup hd M where M is a finitely presented R-module. 
DEFINITION. R is called weak regular if R is coherent, Vm, m ~ m spec R, and 
there are GCDs in Rm. (In other words finitely generated ivisors in R m are 
free.) 
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PaOPOSITION. (a) i f  R is coherent, then pg dim R = sup,,pg dim R,~, 
m E m spec R. 
(b) I f  R is coherent and pg dim R < 0% then R is weak regular. 
Proof. (a) Let ]Q be a finitely presented R~-module. Then it is 
determined by a matrix ¢: R~ '~ ~ R,, '~ ~ M --+ 0 and all the elements of ¢ 
belong to R~.  If  ¢ is multiplied by an invertible element of R,~, then M does 
not change. Consequently we can assume that ¢ E R(n, k) and consider a 
finitely presented R-module M 
R~ ~ Rk-+ M--+ O 
Obviously Mm = l~. So, all finitely presented RM-modules are localizations of 
finitely presented R-modules and 
pg dim R /~ sup pg dim R n . 
Suppose thatpgd imR- -n  > suppgd imR M :K ,  m~mspecR,  K< oo. 
Since n > K, there is an R-module N such that 
Consider its resolution 
hd(N)=e > K.  
0 -+ Pe Ce , Pc-1 ~ "'" "-~ Pl "-+ Po -*" N --+ O. 
L = I~¢,_ 1 . L is not projective because hd(N)  = e and L is finitely generated 
because R is coherent. Consequently 3M6 m spec R such that LM is not a 
projective R i module ~ hdRM(NM) = e > k. Contradiction. 
THEOaEM 7. Let R be an OP  ring with pg dim R .~'J 2 (i.e. closed modules are 
projective). Then R is a Pliiker ring ~ Ko(R ) = Z @ Pie R. 
Notice that in the Noetherian case the conditions of the theorem can be 
essentially weaker because the cancellation theorem permits us to only require 
the 2 × 3 Pliiker property. On the other hand, for a Noetherian ring R where R 
is an OP ring and gl dim R ~ 2, R is already a Pliiker ring [2]. The author 
doesn't know whether non-Noetherian OP-rings of pg dim R ~ 2 can be non- 
Pliiker rings. 
Proof. Consider w e APRn, and Ko C R n where _Ko is a module of exterior 
annihilators with rg K = p. Next consider the exact sequence 
0 --+ Ko~ ~ R n Ao, , A~+IRn --+ N --+ 0 
Since N is finitely presentable and hd N ~ 2, K~ is projective and, consequently, 
has finite rank. Let K~ @ Rx  ~_ J @ R m (otherwise use mathematical induc- 
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tion) where J is a projective ideal. K,o @ Rx C R "~ @ Rx is a closed submo- 
dule. I f  h ( r+~x)~K~@Rx ~hr~K,o  ~r~Ko~ and r+c~x~K,o+Rx.  
Consider the polyvector o5 -= w ^ x, co e A ~+1 (R ~ @ Rx). 
K~ = {u + AxeRn @ Rx [ (u @ hx) A CO A X =0} 
~(u+ax)^o~Ax=O~uAo~AX 0 ~(UA,~)^x =0 
~ U^ w =0 ~ cuEK 
K,~ = K~o @ Rx is projective, o5 is reducible because 
K~ =J@R m. 
o5 = (U 1 ~- alX ) ^ "'" ^ (U~o+l @ a~o+1$ ) = U 1 A "'" ^ U~o+l 
+ F~(u I "'" u~, A 1 ..... A~) ^  x, where F is an exterior polynomial of 
degree p. 
Hence, since ~oAXAX- -0 ,  we have u 1^- . .^u~+ 1^x-0~ul^ ' 'A  
u~ol = 0. So  o, ^ x - -F~( - " )  ^ x. 
Consider co" = F~(Ul,..., u~+l, h 1 ..... h~+l), co" is reducible if u 1 ,..., u~+ 1 are 
considered independent and w" e A~'Rv+L 
However R is an OP ring. Consequently ~o" is reducible and (co - -  co") ^  x = 
0 ~ w - -  ~o" = 0 ~ ~o = w" and w is reducible. | 
THEOREM 8. Let R be an OP weak regular ring. Then pg dim R ~< 2. 
The proofs of Theorems 8 and 6' will appear later in this article. 
Proof of Example 5. 
We need to prove that Priifer rings in which finitely generated ideals are 
2-generated are themselves Plfiker rings. Above we proved that Priifer 
rings are Pliiker rings iff Ko(R ) = Z @ Pic R. Hence it is enough to prove 
that if P is a projective finitely generated R-module of finite rank then 
P = Rn @ L where 1 is a projective ideal. P - -  I 1 @ 12 + "" -k 1~+1, where 
each l i  is projective because R is a Priifer ring. By induction, it is sufficient o 
prove that if L J are 2-generated, then 1 @ J = R @ N. Let I @ J C R ~ be 
closed. Then [ @ J = K~ for some Plfiker polyvector co ~ A~R ~. There is a 
representation 
oJ = a 1 ^ b 1 @ "" ~- a n ^ bn , ai , bi ~ go~ (*) 
because (Ko)m is free and hmCO = am ^  bin, am, bm 6 Ko ,  Am ¢m. The ideal 
generated by all Am obviously equals R, and further, there exists a finitely 
generated subideal (A~ ,'--, A',) = 1 
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°t 
where a k = i k @ jk ,  bn = i£ + Jk since K~ = I @ J ,  I and J are 2-generated. 
Thus 
Substituting in (*) yields 
oJ = i  1A j@i  sA j '  =( - - j+ is )  A( i  l+ j ' )  
since i I A i s = 0 and  j A j '  = 0 because rg I = rg J = 1. Consequently, R is 
a 2 × 3 Pliiker ring. Now let I, J ,  K be projective 2-generated i eals. Considei 
Ko = I @ J @ K C R ~, ~o ~ AaR ~. By analogy, 
co = k I A e 1 A e 2 @ k S A ea A e4, where k l ,  k 2 ~ K, el_ 4 E I + J .  
Then ~o =(e  4-¢-kl) A (e 1A e s+ k 2 A e3) because k 1 A k 2 =0 ( rgK= 1'~ 
ande 1 ^  es A e 3 =0,  rg I@J  =2.  
Consider the polyvector oJ' = e 1 A es -l- ks A e3; o)' e AZR ~. I f  o/ is a Pliikel 
polyvector then co' is reducible (as proven earlier). Hence, it is enough to chec~ 
the reducibility of oJ in the quotient field. 
Proof. I f  e 1 , e2 are dependent, hen e 1 A e2 = 0 and ~o is a Pltiker polyvector. 
I f  they are not dependent, hen el ,  e~ are the basis in k(I  @ J), e a = ~1-4- fie2.. 
oJ' ~ ASk s, (ke 1 @ ke s @ kk2) , and oJ is reducible in k. So ~o' is reducible in/~ 
and ¢o is reducible also. 
Now take K to be det ( /@ j ) - l .  Then det I @ J @ K = R and by th( 
Kleiner Theorem [2], I @ J @ K - -  R a. However K is 2-generated and ther~ 
exists K '  such that K @ K '  = R s => I @ J @ K @ K '  = R a @ K '  ~ I @ J C 
R 2 = R a @ K' .  According to the cancellation theorem I @ J = R @ K' .  
Notice that the converse statement is obvious: In Pltiker Priifer rings, finitel 3 
generated i eals are 2-generated. 
In summary, we have proven that in a Priifer ring R, finitely generated i eals 
are 2-generated ~ R is a Pliiker ring Ko(R ) = Z @ Pic R. This problem ir 
connection with the Gilmer problem about 2-generated i eals in Priifer rin~ 
could be interesting. 
The second part will deal with the connection between reducible and 
Pliiker properties of rings. 
DEFINITION. A submodule M of a finitely generated torsion free R module M 
is called reducible if 3x E M such that Rx is closed in M, and ideally reductibk 
if there exists a free module F C M such that M/F is isomorphic to an ideal of R 
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DEFINITION. A commutat ive ring R is called reducible if all submodules 
of  finitely generated free modules are reducible, and ideally reducible if all 
those modules are ideally reducible. 
THEOREM 9. Let R be a reducible integral ring, and P C R ~ be a closed 
module, rg P = p < m. Then there exist free R-modules Fi such that 
P C F~+ 1 C "'" C Fn_~ C R n 
where P is closed in F i and Fi  is closed in R n. 
Proof. Consider L =AnnP={reR n l (x 'P )}  =0 where (x 'y )  means 
scalar multipl ication, i.e., the sum of co-coordinate multiplications. L is closed 
in R n and thus reducible, since L is a submodule of the finitely generated 
module R n. Hence there exists x eL  such that Rx C L is closed. That  is, div x = 0. 
Let  x = (~1 .... , an). Consider the polyveetor 
CO = 0¢1~ l - -  0~2~ 2 -~ "'" ~-  ( - -1 )n+lO~n~  e An-IR n. 
K~ = {yeR [y n ~ = O} = {yeR '~ l (y  .x)  = O} ~ Ko~CP.  
Since R is an OP ring, co is reducible and div ~o = div x = 0. Hence Ko~ is free 
andrgK=n- -  1. 
The  theorem follows from induction and the fol lowing lemma. 
LEMMA Let R be a p × n Pliiker ring and F ~ R~ C R ~ be closed. Then A*F 
is closed in A*R n, Ve <~ p. 
Proof. (a) e = p. Then  APF  C A~R n. Let  aoJ 6 A~F, co % O. Then Ko D F 
and hence, K~ = F, because Ko~ and F are closed with the same rank ~ co is 
reducible ~ ~o e A~F. 
(b) aoJeA~F, e <p.  Choose a standard basis in A*F. Then c~o 
a(q)e(q) -~- -" + cqi~)e(t~). 
Let  1 l t3 I '  =(e  a .... ,en). Thenaw A ey ~--- zt~e~ A "'" ^ e j , .  ~(wAe(y))  = 
-Leqe I A "'" A en , but A~F is closed in A~R n ~ ~o ^  et" e A~F ~ ~,~/~ e R 
o) ~AeF .  Using this lemma, we get that if o )eA~R n, then co e A~Fn_l . 
Actual ly eo is reducible in kR n and ~o ~ x I ^ ..- ^ x~, where x i e kK  ~ ~w = 
Yl  ^ "'" ^ Y~ , Y~ e K~ eF,~_l; aoJ e A~F,~_ 1 ~ ,,J e A*F.  Then use induction. | 
COROLLARY 1. Reducible OP  rings are Pliiker rings. 
Proof. Let oJ be a Pltiker polyvector, ~o c AvR n, rg K~ = p. By Theorem 8, 
there is a sequence of free modules F~+ 1 ,..., Fn_ 1 , Ko~ C F~+ x C .." C Fn_ 1 C R ~ 
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such that every module is closed in the next one. We use the Lemma at each ste 1 
and get that ~o e A~F~+a nd is reducible because R is an OP ring. 
Notice that in Theorem 9 and Corollary 1, we only used reduction for close~ 
modules. 
TI~EOR~M 10. Let  R be an ideally reducible m × p and p × n Pli iker ring 
Then R is an m × n Pli iker ring. 
Proof. Let co ~A~R ~ and be a Pliiker polyvector. Then  K~o has rank m, K~ C R ~ 
Hence L ~ R'~/K~ is a finitely generated torsion free R-module.  L is idealb 
reducible, i.e., there exists a free R-module  F CL  such that L /F  L which is a1 
ideal of R. Then  K~ @ Rx,,+l @ ... @ Rxp = N C R n is closed, where th~ 
x~ are co-images of generators of the module F. In fact, let y c RL  h ~ 0, ~ e I 
and hy ~ N. Then  hy = K q- %,+lx~+a q- "" @ %x~. 
Consider the images in L = R~/K~.  hy = K + ~,~+lXm+l + --- + %x~ 
Since F is free and closed in L, y ~ F and h divides all ~i; ai ~ A/3i • Return to R '~ 
hy - -  K + aS,,+lx~+ ~ + "'" q- a~8~x~, . h (y  --/3m+lx~+ 1 . . . . .  /3,x~) - -  K,  bu  
K,o is closed and hence h divides K, K = by. Thus we can cancel h since h is no 
a 0-divisor and y e N. Consequently, N is closed. Consider then, 
co' = ~, ^  x,~+l ^  .-. ^ x~; co' E A~R".  
Since ~ is a Pliiker polyvector, ~o' is a Pliiker polyvector and, hence, reducible 
oJ' Y l  ^ "'" n y~ , y ,  e N K~o + Rx,~+l @ "'" @ Rx~, . 
~o' (K  1 @ oel,m+lXm+ 1 _~ ... _t_ o~l,~X~0 ) A "" 
^ (K~ + %.~+xx.~+~ + "'" + %,,,x,,) 
¢.O p! A X,~n+l ^  """ A X2o .  
Obviously all other members equal zero, because A~K~o = 0 if p > m and 
A2Rxi  = 0, also. oJ" = F~"(K1 ..... K~) is some exterior polynomial of degree M 
in p variables. We need to prove that ~o J .  a /  - -  a~ ^  x,,,+ 1 ^  ... ^ x=~ = 
¢ott A X :=>. 
(tO - -  ¢.O") A X = 0 .  
In  the field k, oo - -  oJ" ~ Ko, @ Rk and x~+ 1..... xn is a set of basic elements which 
do not intersect with Ko, @ Rx.  Hence, ~o - -  a/ '  = 0 in the field and thus in the 
ring R. Consequently oJ" is a Pli iker polyvector and reducible in the field k. 
o," = K~ ^  "" ^ K~.  On the other hand, ~," = F'~(K1 ..... K~). Choosing 
K 1 .... , K~ as the basis, we get that K~ ..... K~ e (K1 ,..., K~). In  fact, if/£1' 
(K  1 ,..., K~), then completing (/£1 ,..., K~,  K; )  to a basis, we get two different 
expressions for J .  Hence o~" = f~(K;  .... , K'~) ^ "" n f ,~(K;  ..... K'~) in the 
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field k, and 02' is a Pliiker polyvector in Am(RK~ @ "" G RK',). Thus w" is 
reducible because R is an m X n Pluker ring. Hence, 02 is reducible. 
THEOREM 11. (Reduction theorem of Bourbaki) Krull rings are ideally 
reducible. 
In Bourbaki's Commutative Algebra, there is a proof for Noetherian Krull 
rings. The argument can be slightly modified to give the result for non-Noetherian 
rings. 
COROLLARY 2. I f  a Krull ring R is an m × n and n × n Pliiker ring, then R 
is an m × n Pliiker ring. 
PROPOSITION. Closed modules in GCD rings are reducible. 
Proof. Let K C R n be closed, x e K ,  2 = (a 1 .... , an) ~ R '~, div(al .... , an) = A 
is principal and 2 = A2', div 2 = 0. K is closed, 2' e K and, obviously, K/Rx '  is 
torsion free. 
COROLLARY 3. OP GCD rings are Pliiker rings. This follows from the remark 
after Corollary 1. 
Proof of Theorem 8. Let R be an OP weak regular ring. Then pg dim ~ 2. 
R~ is a GDC ring by definition and a Pliiker ring Vm ~ m spec R. However, 
finitely generated ivisors are principal and, accroding to the Kleiner Theorem, 
closed R-modules are free because in any exact sequence 
O-*  N-*  RM-*  R~-~ ? -~0.  
N is closed and pg dim RM ~ 2 ~ pg dim R ~ 2. 
THEOREM about the reduction of projective modules [4]: Let R be Noetherian 
and M be an R-module such that M~ is free Vp ~ spec R and grade R~ ~ 1 
(In particular, all modules of finite projective dimension satisfy this condition). 
Then M is ideally reductible. 
THEOREM 12. Let R be a Noetherian OP ring, and 02 be a Pliiker polyvector 
where ~o c AmR n and 
(a) K~ is of finite projective dimension and m -~ n --  2. 
(b) K~ is projective. 
Then 02 is reducible. 
Proof. (a) 02 = Am-2R n, rg K ~ m -- 2. Ko~ C R ~, Rn/K,~ is torsion free, 
and hd K~ < ~.  Thus L ~ Rn/K  is ideally reducible, and there exists Rx, 
free and closed inL. Then let 02' = 02 ^  x. Using the method of Theorem 7we get 
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that w' = FM(KI,. . . ,  K,n+l) ^  x, and w = Fm(KI, . . . ,  Kin+l). Consequently, 
is reducible. 
Finally we prove Theorem 6': Let R be a Noetherian OP ring and P be ." 
projective module of odd rank. Then P = R 2n @/ ,  and rg I = 1. 
Proof. Consider a projective R-moduleL = P @ (det p) - l ,  rgL  = 2n + 2 
Then let L @ X = R,.  This is possible because L is projective. Thus L i., 
closed in R ~ and projective. According to the reduction theorem for Noetheriar 
rings, there exists R e C X which is closed. Thus P @ det p-1 @ R e C RP  i, 
closed and rg (P - ] -det  p - l@ R e) = p_  1. Obviously det(P + det p-1 C 
R e) = R and, hence, by the Kleiner Theorem, P @ det p-x  @ R e ~_ R~-I 
Also, stable free modules are free because R is an OP-r ing and P @ det p-x  = 
R ~n+2. Using the Bass Theorem [3], we get that P = R 2n @ det P. 
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